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Abstract

The groundwater contamination at different Department of Energy (DOE) and other similar
industrial sites is complex due to the presence of both volatile organic compounds (VOC) and heavy
metals.  In a singlestep, the state-of-the-art technologies for treatment of contaminated water systems
remediate only one class of contaminants, i.e. either VOCs or heavy metals.  At sites having mixed
contaminants, two different processes are required to remediate a site.  The two-step approach increases
complexity and the cost of remediation.

The objective of this project is to develop an adsorbent, HUMASORB-CS , to remove heavyTM

metal and organic contaminants from groundwater and surface water streams in a single processing
step.  The starting material for the development of HUMASORB-CS  is a liquid humic acid productTM

manufactured and marketed by ARCTECH, Inc.  Humic acid is a complex aromatic macromolecule
with various linkages between the aromatic groups.  The different compounds involved in linkages
include amino acids, amino sugars, peptides, aliphatic acids and other aliphatic compounds.  The various
functional groups in humic acid include carboxylic, phenolic, aliphatic and enolic-hydroxyl and carbonyl
structures of various types.  Metals are bound to the carbon skeleton of humic substances through
heteroatoms such as nitrogen, oxygen or sulfur.  The most common metal binding occurs via carboxylic
and phenolic oxygen, but nitrogen and sulfur also have a positive effect on metal binding.  The
properties of HUMASORB-CS  that are useful for mixed waste remediation include:TM

! high cation exchange capacity
! ability to chelate metals
! ability to adsorb organics

Humic acid was isolated, purified, cross-linked and immobilized by different methods to make
HUMASORB-CS .  This material was then used for removing contaminants such as heavy TM

metals, radionuclides, chlorinated and fuel hydrocarbons from simulated waste streams.  At higher pH,
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HUMASORB-CS  developed in this project has a significantly lower solubility compared to purifiedTM

humic acid.  The effectiveness of HUMASORB-CS  for contaminant removal has been evaluated inTM

batch tests and in column studies with simulated waste streams.  The accomplishments in the
development of HUMASORB-CS  include:TM

! evaluation of contaminant removal of capacity of purified humic acid
! cross linking/immobilization to form HUMASORB-CSTM

! evaluation of solubility and contaminant removal characteristics of HUMASORB-CSTM

! bench-scale column studies using HUMASORB-CSTM

! stability of HUMASORB-CS  in the presence of different ionsTM

! conceptual design and economic analysis

Column tests were conducted with various simulated waste streams containing metals,
radionuclide surrogates, oxo-anions and organics.  Stability tests were conducted at elevated
temperatures and also in the presence of ions such as carbonate and sulfate.  HUMASORB-CS  wasTM

tested in batch mode to evaluate its effectiveness for target contaminant after the stability treatment. 
The results from the tests show that HUMASORB-CS  is stable and was effective for contaminantTM

removal after the stability treatment.  The future work during this project includes the following tasks:

! evaluate HUMASORB-CS  under simulated barrier conditionsTM

! enhance organic removal by incorporating zero-valent iron into HUMASORB-CSTM

matrix
! validate process economics

The remediation of contaminated streams and groundwater has been traditionally approached
with at least a two-step process including some combination of activated carbon and ion-exchange
process.  The removal of heavy metals from contaminated water has been accomplished by techniques
such as the addition of a precipitating agent, ion-exchange or reverse osmosis.  These techniques require
considerable capital investment and in addition would require pretreatment in some cases to remove oil
and suspended solids.  HUMASORB-CS , derived from a naturally occurring material has theTM

potential to alleviate some of these limitations by combining remediation efforts into a single step
process.  HUMASORB-CS  could be used for ground water cleanup, both in the in-situ mode and in aTM

pump and treat process.
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